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ABSTRACT
Dynamic network analysis can be used to assess complex socio-cultural systems
from a network perspective. Key elements of this approach include: 1) dynamic
meta-network representation of the who, what, where, how, why; representation of
data from both a trail and network perspective where the nodes are attributed and
the links probabilistic; extension of social networks analytics to the geo-spatial
network analytics; techniques for assessing and forecasting change in networks;
infrastructure tools to support data extraction, analysis and forecasting ranging from
machine-learning models for network extraction to agent-based models for
assessing the impact of the co-evolution of networks in various domains on human
socio-cultural behavior.
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INTRODUCTION

Reasoning about human socio-cultural behavior requires reasoning about
individuals in context. In other words, it requires understanding not just the people
(who), but answering the classic journalistic queries of who, what, why, where, how
and when. While social network analysis supports identification of critical actors
and so answering who is important and to an extent why, it does not support the full
assessment. For that, dynamic network analysis is needed. That is, dynamic
network analysis places the social network within context.
Two factors underlie dynamic network analysis. First the use of both metanetwork and trail representation. Second the use of an interoperable tool suite that
supports moving from text to network and visual analytics to simulation and

forecasting. At the heart, is the network and so the techniques for assessing and
visualizing this network – and for this ORA can be used.
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META-NETWORKS AND TRAILS

One of the key insights underlying dynamic network analysis is that networks
are samples of relations formed through the intersection of individual trails. A trail
is the path that an individual follows over their life course expressed in terms of
who was where when doing what with whom, why and how. Within any trail there
are sets of interaction events, such as Joe sends email to Helen. By specifying a
slice through defined in terms of a range on a time window, a geo-spatial window,
and a set of actors a network can be identified; e.g., the sets of relations that can be
extracted by considering all employees of the World Bank, in Afghanistan, during
2011. Dynamic network analysis uses the duality of trails and networks to generate
novel grouping algorithms (FOG), trails assessments of changes in networks, and
algorithms for visualizing and grouping trails based on meta-network node linkages.
Most socio-cultural systems can be represented as meta-networks linkage
Agents and Organizations (Who), Resources and Knowledge/Expertise (How),
Tasks/Activities and Events (What), Beliefs (Why), Locations (Where) through
time (When). These ontological classes provide a way of categorizing and
segmenting nodes. Nodes in a network are instances of an ontological class; e.g.,
Joe and man are nodes in the Agent ontology class. Most analysts find it beneficial
to have a second level in this ontology segmenting agents, organizations, locations
and events into specific entities and generic entities. Trails weave patterns between
any three entity classes; however, the typical trails involve who, how, or what by
where and when.
Given two ontology classes there exists one ore more networks composed of the
relations of this type between the nodes in this ontology class. Some of these
networks are uni-modal such as social networks connecting agents to agents.
Whereas, other networks are bi-partite connecting nodes in one ontology class to
nodes in another ontology class such as an attendance network indicating who
attended what event. For dynamic network analysis the power comes from being
able to extract, assess and forecast change in both types of networks at the same
time, and in exploiting the constraints implied by the entire meta-network.
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METRICS

ORA contains over 150 metrics for assessing various aspects of networks and
several dozen algorithm based tools to support various activities such as finding
local patterns of interest, comparing networks, and characterizing groups. The
metrics include both the standard social network metrics, bi-partite and multinetwork metrics. Standard network metrics such as degree centrality, betweenness
centrality, closeness and eigenvector centrality are useful for identifying nodes with
undue structural influence.
Bi-partite metrics, particularly those assessing

specialization and redundancy are useful for characterizing the roles of agents or
organizations relative to their environment. For example, imagine a people by
knowledge network. In this cases agents who are specialists have exclusive or near
exclusive access to knowledge other agents do not; whereas, redundancy captures
the extent to which there are many individuals with access to the same areas of
expertise.
Multi-network metrics such as congruencies, dependencies and load are useful
for assessing key performance related aspects of the overarching system.
Congruency metrics are measures of fit. They assess the extent to which there is a
fit between who or what is needed and who or what is assigned or available. In
general, the higher the congruence the better the overall performance of the system.
Cognitive demand measures, from a meta-network perspective, the relative
“business” of the agent by assessing the extent to which the agent has many others
they interact with, many tasks, complex tasks, many resource to juggle, many
others that they need to coordinate with and so on. In general, cognitive demand is
a reasonable indicator of emergent leadership; not who will become a formal leader,
but who is likely to be directing traffic behind the scenes. Finally, the various loads,
such as work-load are alternative measures of overall system performance – as
assessed from a network perspective.
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CORE TECHNOLOGIES

As noted, dynamic network analysis is supported through a suite of
interoperable tools. This is shown in Figure 1. Additional tools can be added and
old ones dropped as technologies evolve. Each of the core technologies can be used
alone or as part of an overarching process. Data extraction and cleaning can be
done for raw text by using a combination of AutoMap and ORA. Analysis and
forecasting of change in networks can be accomplished by using ORA and
Construct. ORA, the network analysis engine is at the heart of the dynamic network
analysis process. The tools described here support analysis of networks ranging in
size and scope from a few nodes to 106 nodes per ontology class. Many of the same
metrics work on much larger data sets; however, that is not the focus of these
technologies.

Figure 1 Illustrative interoperability of Core Technologies Supporting Dynamic Network Analysis

AutoMap (CMU: http://casos.cs.cmu.edu/projects/automap/, Carley et al, 2011a)
is a mixed-initiative system for the extraction of nodes and relations from raw
unformatted texts. Using advanced machine learning techniques and basic thesauri
construction techniques AutoMap can be used to support content analysis
(extraction of concepts and frequencies), semantic network analysis (extraction of
network of concepts), dynamic-network analysis (extraction of ontologically crossclassified nodes and relations), and aspects of sentiment analysis. AutoMap uses a
windowing process for link identification (Danowski, 1993) in conjunction with
conditional random fields (Diesner and Carley, 2004) for concept classification and
thesauri application. Specialized features include sub-tools for extraction of email
and phone numbers and post-processers to augment the extracted data with the
latitude and longitude of key locations. AutoMap can be used in batch or GUI
mode; however, for those unfamiliar with text processing, the best mode is through
the data-to-model (D2M) process in which AutoMap and ORA are used together in
a predefined and optimized sequence to clean and structure the extracted metanetwork data. In general, the techniques for extracting and classifying agents,
organizations, and locations are more accurate than those for knowledge, resources,
tasks and beliefs.
CEMAP is a mixed-initiative system for the extraction of nodes and relations
from semi-structured texts, such as blogs or email. Specialized parsing tools admit
the extraction of meta-networks from header data. For most semi-structured data
only the agents, organizations, and tasks are extracted.
ORA (CMU: http://casos.cs.cmu.edu/projects/ora/, Carley et al, 2011b) is a
powerful network analysis tool, capable of handling large 106 networks, and
supporting meta-network data, geo-spatial network data, and dynamic network data.
ORA is capable of generating over 150 metrics including all standard social
network metrics for uni-modal and bi-partite networks and specialized metrics for
multi-mode data including measures of loads and demands such as cognitive
demand.. Relatively unique features include trail, network, and geo-network
visualization, classical and fuzzy grouping algorithms, multi-mode network
assessment, built in network simulators, and special reports for semantic network

data. User guides, tool tips and integrated help support the user. ORA can import
and export data in a large number of formats including direct imports for CSV and
UCINET and export of images in png, jpg, pdf, and svg.
Construct (CMU: http://casos.cs.cmu.edu/projects/construct/, Carley, 1990,
1991; Carley, Martin and Hirshman 2009) is an agent-based dynamic-network
model for assessing the co-evolution of social and knowledge networks through
fundamental learning, information diffusion and belief dispersion processes. Using
Construct the impact of various interventions can be assessed at the individual,
group or network level under alternative communication media environments.
Interaction logics based on homophily and expertise seeking govern individual
choice of interaction partners, and knowledge masks accounting for general and
work related knowledge and beliefs impact message construction, while forgetting,
attention limits and social interaction spheres are used to characterize the boundedly
rational agent. Construct gains its power for evolving change in the networks by
accounting for the influence of bi-partite networks in constraining the development
of the uni-modal networks.
DyNetML is an XML based language for the interchange of relational data
(CMU: http://casos.cs.cmu.edu/projects/dynetml/ , Tsvetovat, Reminga and Carley,
2004). Developed as a way to extend graphml, DyNetML supports the
representation of geo-temporal meta-network data, meta-data, and attributes on
nodes and relations. DyNetML is used to exchange data between AutoMap and
ORA with AutoMap exporting DyNetML and ORA importing and exporting
DyNetML.
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ILLUSTRATION OF CRITICAL NETWORK
ANALYTIC CAPABILITIES
Critical network analytic capabilities include key entity identification, visual
analytics, group identification, path finding, dynamic analytics, geo-network
analytics, and forecasting. Aspects of these techniques are illustrated using data
gathered on Afghanistan. This is not a complete cataloguing of all capabilities, but
a taste of the overall system.
Open source data on Afghanistan were extracted from Lexis-Nexis and others
provided as part of an overarching HSCB SNARC effort. The resulting 282,000
texts covered the period December 1999 to August 2011 were processed by
AutoMap and a full meta-network extracted. Cleaning resulted in a merging of
alternate spellings of the same words, and collapsing. The resulting data is a set of
meta-networks one per year for multiple years. Over time, the networks became
increasingly dense. Americans and friendly foreign leaders were removed.
Key entity identification was used to find those agents, organizations, locations,
and so on that stand out on one or more network dimensions. For agents, for
example, metrics indicating the criticality of the individual in the social network are
used such as degree, betweenness, eigenvector and so on. A composite look across
these metrics suggests that those individuals who are important on many dimensions

include key leaders such as Hamid Karzai – see Figure 2. Top ranked key agents
are often such leaders. This assessment is done using the key entity report in ORA.

Figure 2. Most Recurring Agents as Key on Numerous Network Metrics

In large networks, these top ranked individuals may be less interesting than the
“seconds”, those individuals who are not top but still critical. Such individuals
might be “the power behind the throne” or at least “actors of interest” to watch. In
Afghanistan two of these “seconds” are Abdul Rasid Dostum and Mohammad
Ismail Khan. For such individuals, the analyst might want to explore their sphere of
influence. The sphere of influence is an extension of the of the ego-net concept to
the meta-network. It is the set of entities regardless of ontology class that are
directly connected to ego and the connections among them. Khan has a more
elaborated sphere of influence in this data than does Dostum indicating a higher
level of integration and ability to control more resources. These spheres of
influence can be found directly in the visualizer, or through using the sphere of
influence report in ORA.
Over time, the power of various agents can increase and decrease. In Figure 3
the over time profile of Dostum and Khan is shown for the network metric cognitive
demand. Individuals who are high in betweenness are thought to be more
influential. In this case, the analyst has selected to use ORA’s over time charting
capability to examine the over time changes in the betweenness of Dostum and
Khan. After their appointment to the ministry their influence dropped, which was
the intent of the appointment. Dostum’s further dropped as he left Afghanistan after
the Akbar Bai incident, rising only briefly when he returns to support Karzai’s reelection. In contrast, Khan’s influence is seen to be rising steeply in recent years.

Figure 3. Dynamics of the Betweenness of Dostum and Khan

Spatially, a key issue is what is the region where an actor has influence. For
this, we can examine the polygon within Afghanistan that contains the activities of
the agents of interest. ORA supports geo-spatial visualization and exports using any
of NASA World Wind, ArcGIS, or Google Earth. Figure 4 shows the region of
influence calculated for Dostum and Khan. As can be seen, both cover most of
Afghanistan, which as former warlords and then ministers in the Karzai government
is not too surprising.

Figure 4. Regions of Influence for Dostum and Khan

Moving on to the network, we might ask where are the agents? Using the agent
by location subnetwork ORA can color the regions by frequency and overlay the

network. Here we see in Figure 5, that the density of agents is highest near the
areas of Kunduz and Kandahar.

Figure 5. Regions of Concentration of Activities by Political Elite

Analyses such as those just described characterize and provide an in-situ
understanding of the existing socio-cultural environment. To go beyond this is to
engage in forecasting. ORA provides two distinct types of forecasting technology.
The first, immediate impact, enables the analyst to examine the immediate impact
on a network or meta-network of removing one or more nodes or links. Figure 6
shows the impact on Karzai’s power when Dostum and Khan are removed. As can
be seen, these agents are to an extent holding Karzai in check and the removal of
either agent strengthens Karzai’s power base. However, networks can heal
themselves. That is, individuals interact and in doing so build new connections and
maintain existing one. Agent-based dynamic-network modeling, via Construct, is
used to assess the changes due to this “healing.” Through ORA Construct can be
called by using the Near Term Impact report.

Figure 6. Impact on Karzai’s Power if Course of Action Removing Either Dostum or Khan is
Followed
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CONCLUSIONS

Dynamic network analysis is a valuable approach for understanding human
socio-cultural behavior and for forecasting the space of future possibilities.
Importantly, these techniques can be used to reason about both own and adversarial
groups. These techniques can be used to identify weaknesses and strengths in any
group, and to suggest ways of overcoming those. The breadth of application is one
of the core strengths of this approach.
Core challenges, that if solved would further increase the utility of these
techniques include automatic interpretation of metrics; auto-identification and
visualization of critical features, and improved data extraction and fusion
techniques. Key advances supporting improved dynamic and spatial analysis are
likely to occur in the near future. Even without meeting these challenges, ORA and
Dynamic Network Analysis can support overall reasoning about individuals, groups
and their activities, course of action analysis, and improve overall situation
awareness. Simply moving to meta-network reasoning and the ability to focus on
geo-spatially embedded networks and dynamic networks improves the analysis and
enables a more contextual based understanding.
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